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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a catalog of smells in the context of interactive applications. These so-called usability smells are indicators of
poor design on an application’s user interface, with the potential
to hinder not only its usability but also its maintenance and evolution. To eliminate such usability smells we discuss a set of program/usability refactorings. In order to validate the presented usability smells catalog, and the associated refactorings, we present a
preliminary empirical study with software developers in the context
of a real open source hospital management application. Moreover,
a tool that computes graphical user interface behaviour models, giving the applications’ source code, is used to automatically detect
usability smells at the model level.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As the complexity and diversity of systems increases, software
engineers need to adapt and improve the way they develop software. In fact, popular consumer electronic devices, like for example a smart TV, already run complex software systems consisting of millions of lines of code. Mobile computing devices are
also changing the way we interact with software: smartphone and
tablets provide powerful usability experiences, which is one of the
main reasons of their success. The fact that application need to
be accessible on all these different platforms poses additional challenges on user interface designers and programmers.
To efficenty handle large and complex interactive software systems, the development of such systems should follow software engineering good practices such as, software documentation, software
testing, software design patterns, software best practises, software
quality, so that the development time and cost is minimized. The
use of such good practices also makes it easier (or possible) to
maintain and evolve such complex systems. Although there are advanced interactive frameworks, like for example WebRatio1 , Symfony2 , and outSystems3 , and approaches like [7], [4], [15] and [23]
that provide powerful abstraction mechanisms to develop and testing interactive applications, the reality is that poorly designed applications are still far too common. In [12] a survey of common bad
designs of interactive applications is presented. Techniques and
tools to quantify the complexity interactive applications are proposed in [15, 23]. Techniques to eliminate detected anolamies are
defined in [5, 7]. These techniques, however, consider the running
application only, and not its source code.
In the past, the software and language engineering communities
have developed a shared understanding of which characteristics in
the source code of software applications might make its comprehension, maintenance and, thus, evolution more complex. Features
like long methods’ names or large sets of nested conditionals are
not necessarily errors in the application’s source code, but they
might indicate a weakness in the applications’s implementation.
Martin Fowler has captured this notion under the concept of source
code smells [9]. A large catalog of such bad smells for the Java
1
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programming language was defined. In order to eliminate such bad
smells, a set of program transformations (program refactorings)
was introduced. A program refactoring is a source-to-source program transformation that aims at improving program comprehension, and consequently maintenance and evolution, without changing the programs external behaviour. Thus, program refactorings
are usually used to eliminate bad smells.
Although a lot of research on program smells/refactorings has
been done [6, 11, 1] and on conducting empirical studies to validate such refactorings [16, 13], the human computer interaction
community has not yet fully incorporated these results in order
to improve interactive applications. While typical approaches for
evaluating user interfaces are mainly concerned with their design
(consider, for example, the review on usability evaluation methods
in [8]), implementations aspects have been shown to be relevant towards the quality (that is, the usability) of interactive system. See,
for example, [2] on software architectures and usability. This begs
the question of whether the idea of code smells might be transposed
to the analysis of user interfaces.
In this paper we describe how the notion of source code smell is
adapted to interactive applications. We propose a catalog of smells,
named Usability Smells, that define usability related anomalies in
the design of interactive applications. Our catalog is based on the
original catalog of source code smells defined by Fowler.
The catalog consists of a set of six smells (Middle Man, Shotgun Surgery, Inappropriate Intimacy, Feature Envy, Too Many Layers and Information Overload), that directly follow Fowler’s code
smells, and their respective refactorings. To validate our catalog
we present a qualitative empirical study with real software developers. To run the study we used a smelly usability application: an
open source interactive application that manages an hospital. Thus,
software developers were asked about ther selected usability smells
identified in that application, the severety of such smell/anomaly,
and how to solve it.
Finally, the paper presents a tool that supports the automated
analysis of interactive systems, which is used to automatically reason about usability smells giving a model of the application’s behavior. The goal is to understand how behavioural models can be
used to detect the presence of usability smells.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents our Usability Smells Catalog, Section 3 explains and discusses how we performed an empirical evaluation of the catalog,
Section 4 discusses the automated detection of usability smells, and
is followed by the concluding remarks in Section 5.

2.

A CATALOG OF USABILITY SMELLS

In order to define a catalog of smells that indicate potential problems with the usability of software applications, we considered the
well-known catalog of Fowler’s source code smells [9] and adapted
it to the usability context. Because, Fowler’s catalog was defined
in the context of object oriented programming, we do not expect all
smells to necessarily have a correspondence in software usability.
For example, the Switch Statements, according to Fowler, this code
smell happens mainly in object oriented programming. This smell
is based on lacking switch statements. The switch statements typically appears duplicated on code and they are used in conditions
like "Test if A else do next test. Test if B else do next test." and
so one. Normally, these statements can be found scattered on code.
The problem appears when is necessary change a statement of one
switch, this change will obligate the programmer change the others
switch. In these cases the program must implement polymorphism
erasing the duplicate code of Switch Statements. This smell is impossible to define in the Usability Smells context because the idea

of switch statements is overtake by top bars, menus, links and other
components that allow the user browse in different pages.
Following the approach of Hermans et al. [10], we consider
those Fowler’s smells that are related to interdependencies of class/object
entities in the source code. Hermans et al. considered such dependencies as inter-worksheet dependencies in a spreadsheet setting.
In this paper we consider those smells as defining interdependencies between windows (or panes4 ) in interactive software applications. Thus, we start with a catalog of six smells that we organize
in three groups: implementation, design and domain.
Smells in the implementation group are related to the structure
of the application’s source code. This group is composed by two
smells:
• Shotgun Surgery — This smell addresses the fact that user
interfaces are subject to constant change and the structure of
the applications source code might impact negatively with
the ability to change parts of the user interface.
• Too Many Layers — This smell indicates that the user is
forced to go through a cascade of windows, thus providing
poor usability.
Smells in the design group capture features of the user interface
design. This group is composed by the following two smells:
• Middle Man — This smell happens when part of a dialog is
delegated to another window needlessly.
• Information Overload — This smell occurs when too much
information is presented at once.
Finally, the domain group consists of smells that relate to potential problems in the user interface that are related to the application’s domain:
• Inappropriate Intimacy — This smells occurs when conceptually distinct windows are grouped together.
• Feature Envy — This smell happens when some part of the
interface steals information or functionality that logically belong somewhere else in the interface.
This last group of smells appears on windows with the same domain that is, windows that contain related information. For example, imagine that we have two windows: the first one displays cars’
information while the second one allows editing some car’s details.
As both windows show cars’ information, they belong to the same
domain.
Next, we discuss in detail each of these smells.

2.1

Shotgun Surgery

According to Martin Fowler, Shotgun Surgery appears when making a single change to a system requires changing many classes in
the system. This is an implementation smell that we believe exists
most of the time because code is re-used. For example, when a programmer develops an application, it is normal to re-use some pieces
of code in different places. If the same block of code is used in 10,
100 or more places, at some point it becomes impossible for the
programmer to remember all the places where that block of code
was used. Problems appear when changes to the logic of the reused
4
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code are needed, because all the places where the code is used need
to be change.
The same happens in interactive applications. We have observed,
for example, that it is normal for programmers to use the same basic
form in different windows. As the amount of reuse increases so
does the programmer’s difficulty to remember all the places where
that has happened. One solution to this is to refactor the definition
of the form into a single class or method. If the different windows
where the form is used belong to the same domain, the possibility
of redesigning the user interface so that a single window/form pair
is used (i.e. grouping all the windows into one) should also be
considered.

2.2

Too Many Layers

Too Many Layers is the second smell in the implementation group.
This smell occurs when an application has too many windows and,
to perform one task, end-users need to pass through four, five or
even more windows. The need to go through all of these windows
severely affects user performance in accomplishing the task.
One possibility to eliminate the Too Man Layers smell is for the
programmer creates a common menu to all windows with links for
each one and for example, in interactive applications, when one
window open the previous close. Another possibility is get together
all the windows with common information and structure. With this
last possible solution the user does not need course more than necessary windows to complete their objectives. This possible refactoring helps users travel more easily in the interface without excess
of information and a better structure.

2.3

Middle Man

The Middle Man smell occurs when there are at least two windows, and the first window mistakenly delegates information or
behavior to the second window. The anomaly occurs when this
information can be displayed (or the behavior performed) by the
first window with advantage, but for some reason it was decided to
delegate it to the other window.
Martin Fowler presented a good example of this smell: imagine
an employer and an employee. The employer orders the employee
to do something that he can do himself. If for any reason the employee is dismissed and the employer needs something that he has
always delegated to him, he will do not know how to do that. This
will happen because all the experience was in the employee and
not on the employer. For this reason, if we think in classes, the employer class is an empty class without logic, an unnecessary class.
We adopt this smell by mapping classes to windows or panes.
The attributes of the class become the information in the page/pane,
and the methods become available actions. To understand this mapping, imagine a page with a form. For some reason the user did not
fill a field of the form and then, when the user try to submit, a new
window appears and shows a message about the error. The first
window delegates the presentation of this message to the second
window. The anomaly appears when it is possible to perform a task
without needing to delegate it to another window.
Our idea of refactoring is firstly understand if the window who
delegates the task can perform it or not so, if the window can perform it, this task should be kept there. So the user will not be
distracted by another window and he main focus will continue in
the first one.

2.4

Information Overload

Excess of information is the most typical Usability Smell. This
smell occurs when programmers introduce more information that
is required. We can see this smell in many websites, for example,

in mobile applications normally programmers implement publicity systems to win some money. This publicity affects the system
usability and usually forces end-users see other sites just for performing some tasks in its application. Another example is when
in some applications we see information we do not need or useless
components like buttons or links that do nothing.

2.5

Inappropriate Intimacy

We included Inappropriate Intimacy into the domain group because it does not change directly the code structure but it affects the
usability application and occurs into the windows that belong to the
same domain.
According to Martin Fowler and Felinne Hermans the smell occurs when a class give more importance and has more dependences
and details from other classes.
Inappropriate Intimacy occurs when two or more windows belong to the same domain and the path to them are different and they
have at least one task that depends of another window. Our idea of
refactoring is first of all validate that all the windows belong to the
same domain, if this validation occurs the programmer must group
all the windows into one to facilitate end-users perform the tasks
they contain accessing only one path.

2.6

Feature Envy

Besides Inappropriate Intimacy, Feature Envy is another domain
smell. Fowler’s consider that Feature Envy appears when a class
has more dependences and details of implementation from other
classes becoming more closed.
This smell occurs when a window has at least one task that belongs to another window. Imagine two windows: the first one is
used to manager bank accounts and second one shows clients information. The second window has the possibility to introduce new
clients. This task does not belong to this window because its purpose is to show information not managing clients’ accounts. Our
solution for this smell is trying to understand the domain and transfer the wrong task to its proper place. In the example given, the
solution is transferring the possibility to introduce new clients to
first window, where end-users can manage bank accounts.

3.

EVALUATION

In this section we explain how we evaluated our smells with real
programmers. This preliminary evaluation consist in getting some
reactions and answers to some questions like:
1. What is the opinion of the programmers about these smells?
2. Usability Smells affect the application usability?
3. What kind of refactoring they present to change these smells?
4. Which are the best refactoring for these Usability Smells?
To answer these research questions, we performed one quantitative
evaluation. In order to do that, we use five programmers and ask
them to look at one application and execute some tasks. We use
an application called OH-Open Hospital found on Sourceforge: an
open source applications repository. OH has the purpose to support
the management and the activities of the St. Luke Hospital in Angal (Uganda). The following subsections describe the results about
each one of these smells, except Feature Envy which was not found
in the case study.

3.1

Results

In general, all participants understood what usability smells are,
and agreed that all the smells are serious anomalies and that they

Figure 1: Example of Middle Man Usability Smell

hamper the application usability. When asked about how they could
change the anomalies, participants suggested solutions easily. All
participants agreed and liked our solutions to refactor the smells.
Finally, in this paper we will not present results of the Feature Envy
smell since it was not found in the OH application
Middle Man: In this smell we started by asking participants to
try edit one element without selecting it in the table. In this case,
a new window appeared showing them an error message, see figure 1. We considered this example a Middle Man smell because
there are two windows where the first one delegates to the other a
task, which in this case is showing a message. Some participants
stated that for a sporadic end-user this smell is not serious, however for a regular end-user this will be boring and will affect task
performance. In the evaluation, when ask their opinion about the
use of pop-up windows to show information, 83% of the participants disagreed. 50% agreed that information should be presented
in the same window, the other 50% refrained . According to them,
closing one window every time something is wrong is boring. The
majority of the participants stated that they prefer seeing error messages in the same window where the error occurs. They preferred
to see error messages in red and in the low right corner. However if
in a form, this red message should be to the right of where the error
occurs. In the case of messages that are informative and/or large,
then appearing in a new window was considered acceptable.
According to these responses, our refactoring is: if the results of
the task that was delegated to another windows can be fit and adjusted to the delegating window, they should be transferred there.
If this task is to show a message, it can appear on same window if it
is an error, or in a different window if it is information. In case the
message is informative and it is necessary to help end-users complete some specific task, this informative message can be presented
in the same window too. When asked about the adequacy of our
Refactoring all participants agreed to them. Additionally some of
the participants indicated that the application become more intuitive and better structured.
Too Many Layers: In this case we asked participants to create
a new type of Exam. To carry out this task, participants had to go
through the four windows in figure 2. We asked participants what
they thought about going through all of these windows to realize
one task. All participants found it unappropriated. Some participants said "it is boring going through all these windows to do that",
"at some point I will not know where am I". Besides that, almost all
participants (84%) claimed that this smell could be avoided if there
was a top menu with all these options. Another solution pointed
by participants was using shortcuts and breadcrumbs to help them
know where they are in the application. The majority of partici-

Figure 2: Example of To Many Layers Usability Smell

pants (83%) believed this is a serious smell that really affects the
application usability. According to these answers, we define the
refactoring to this smell as joining all windows in a top single menu
helping end-users realize a task with less clicks and adding breadcrumbs and shortcuts. With these changes, end-users always know
where they are and fewer steps are required to realize the tasks.
To validate the refactoring we showed our solution to participants.
According to 92% of them our refactoring helps the application by
creating a better organized and a cleaner interface.
Shotgun Surgery: In order to explain this smell to participants,
we asked them to perform five tasks. Each task guided them to five
similar windows and each one of them had one table and four buttons (Edit, New, Delete, Close), see figure 3. The only difference
between these windows was the table contents. Firstly, we asked
participants what they thought about the windows and all of them
answered: "for me all the windows are the same one". Secondly,
we asked if they could find some useful information in these windows and some of them answered: "No, to find some information I
need to travel through all these windows". 91% of the participants
agree the windows disposition and the way that users need to find
information affected the productivity and efficiency of the tasks.
The next question was what the participants thought about joining
all these windows into one. Almost all of them (82%) agreed that
this grouping should be done and some of the participants pointed
out that that would simplify the search. After this, we explained
that, hypothetically, in all these five windows the programmers reused parts of code. Then, we asked participants if they felt that
having re-used the same code in ten or more places in an application, they would remember all the places where they had done it.
75% of the participants agreed that it would be very difficult to remember all the places where they had re-use the code. Finally we
asked what they would change or do to resolve this anomaly. We
gather many ideas to resolve this. However, all of them said that,
if all the windows had the same domain or were equal, they could
be joined into one and that would help end-users navigate through
all of them. Some participants suggested using windows divided
into two or more views and some components like Combo Boxes
or Drop down menus to select and show all these windows. With
these answers we define our refactoring to this smell as: if programmers have re-use code in multiple windows which are in the
same domain, then joining the windows should be considered. Finally, we presented our refactoring to participants. All agreed that
identical windows should be united. If programmers re-use lots of
code in different places, another possible solution to help them remember all of the places is creating an application structure map.
This map must have all windows’ structures, re-use code and all the
information programmers find useful.

Figure 5: Example of Information Overload Usability Smell

Figure 3: Example of Shotgun Surgery Usability Smell

Figure 4: Example of Inappropriate Intimacy Usability Smell

help end-users manager and search all medicines in the hospital.
In this window we can see lots of unnecessary information, such
as unnecessary titles - for example, explaining end-users that a table is a table, or that buttons are buttons (see figure 5) - and quite
complex advanced search dialogue. In the first case, all participants
were asked what was the purpose of explain that a table is a table
or a group of buttons is a group of buttons. All stated that the titles are unnecessary. In the second case, lots of possibilities in the
advanced search dialog makes it difficult for the end-users to understand how they can execute a search. We observed that almost
all participants initially payed more attention to areas with more
components, forgetting others. Indeed, they stated that they did
not understand the purpose of these components because they were
too many. When ask about the excess of information in the application, 92% agreed that it affected productivity and application
readability. For 50% of the participants Information Overload is
a serious anomaly that really affects application usability, and only
25% disagree with this sentence. In our opinion, excess of information may be caused by misuse of the components of the tools that
the programmer uses. Our refactoring to Information Overload is:
understand if an application has excessive information and remove
it. To help the programmer find this excess of information usability tests can be carried out. If not feasible, programmers might ask
others to help them identifying these excesses.

4.
Inappropriate Intimacy: This Usability Smell was explained to
participants by showing them two different windows, see figure 4.
In the first one they could create, edit and delete information about
all types of vaccines in the system. In second window, participants
could manage all patients who received the vaccines. These two
windows were in different places and were accessed with different
paths. Firstly, we asked participants if they thought that these two
windows belonged to same domain; 92% of participants agreed.
However, they added that it was difficult to understand the windows’ domain because they were separated and in different places
in the application. 83% of participants agreed that joining these
two windows in the same menu would help them to more easily
understand where they were and what their purpose was, increasing tasks productivity. When asked what they would change, the
answers were: "joining windows in the same domain is a good solution" and "using shortcuts really helps". The majority of participants (66%) considered that this is a serious anomaly and for
25% this smell is indifferent. With these answers, we define our
refactoring to Inappropriate Intimacy as: if two windows have the
same domain, they should be together if that increases application
usability. Some solutions are: joining windows into the same window, assigning them the same path in the application menu and
use components like Shortcuts in both windows, helping end-users
travel between them. When we showed our solution to participants
92% of them agreed that the refactoring increases application usability helping them navigate in the interface.
Information Overload: The last Usability Smell that we analyzed was Information Overload. In this case, we asked participants
to open the Pharmaceuticals Stock window. This window aims to

SMELLING GUI BEHAVIOUR MODELS
WITH GUISURFER

In the previous sections we presented both a catalog of usability
smells and an empirical study with software developers to validate
it. Although programmers may relate the usability smells to the
source code of the application, we wish to automate this process.
Thus, we extended a tool that extracts GUI behaviour models given
the source code of an interactive application, so that it identifies
in the GUI model usability smells. By identifying the smells at a
behaviour model level rather than at source code level, we provide
a more concise and abstract view of the usability smell. Our idea is
to further extend this tool with a set of program/model refactorings
that the user can select in order to eliminate the smell: the selected
refactoring is performed both at model and source code level.
The GUI SURFER framework [20] provides libraries and tools
that support the automated analysis of interactive systems. The
tool uses advanced software language engineering techniques, like
strategic programming [17], program slicing, model-driven engineering [19] and model-based testing [18], to extract realistic GUI
behaviour models from the source code of an interactive application.
In this paper we extend the GUI SURFER tool in order to identify
usability smells of our catalog, in the generated behavior model.
This is our first step in providing a full usability refactoring framework for interactive applications.
The GUI SURFER was developed following a traditional modular approach as shown by its architecture displayed in Figure 6:
It consists of a language dependent front-end (Figure 6: left column), which includes different parsers for different languages: currently supporting Java, Wx/Haskell [14] (a portable and native GUI
library for Haskell programming language), and GWT [21] (an

Figure 6: The GUIS URFER Architecture (left and center) and generated smelly GUI behavioural model (right).
open source set of tools that allows web developers to create and
maintain complex JavaScript front-end applications in Java). The
language dependent front-end uses a generic abstract syntax tree
(AST) implementation that is able to represent any programming
language [22]. This generic AST is then traversed by generic strategic traversal functions that slice out the language dependent GUI
aspect of the source code (Figure 6: top left column).
The back-end of GUI SURFER is independent of the applications
programming language, and it computes GUI behavior models from
the GUI aspects produced by the language dependent front-end
(Figure 6: center column). These graph-based models abstract all
the interface widgets and their relationships. It also automatically
generates finite state machine, modeling the interface. These models are illustrated through state diagrams in order to make them
visually appealing [19].
In order to identify usability smells in the generated GUI behavioral models, we apply different graph based metrics and algorithms to the inferred graph-based models which are able to compute such smells (6: bottom center column). As a result, GUI SURFER
generates GUI smelly models, that is to say that it produces models
with the usability smells identified marked in red in the visual representation of model (Figure 6: right column). Moreover, we extended the generated models so that when the user selects a red region, a notification identifying the smell is automatically displayed.
To detect usability smells in the generated models, we use different metrics/algorithms. For example, the pagerank link analysis
algorithm is used to represent the probability that users randomly
executing events will arrive at any particular state [3]. We use this
analysis to compute the relative importance of the model states.
Larger nodes define window internal states with higher importance
within the overall application behavior. With this analysis we are
able to identify the Middle Man smell (cf. section 2.3): This smell
occurs in such a model when there are at least two windows, and
the first window delegates its information or behavior to the second window. In fact, the GUI smelly model displayed in Figure 6
(right) displays the automatically generated behavior model for the
hospital management system used in the empirical study, where the
middle man smell is marked in red.
In this paper, and mainly due to space limitations, we presented

the definition of a single smell of our catalog in terms of the generated behavior model. The current version of GUI SURFER implements the detection of smell in the models, only. We are now
implementing the corresponding catalog of usability refactorings
so that users can select which refactor to perform in order to eliminate the smell in the model. In such an implementation, the source
code will co-evolve too.

5.

CONCLUSION

Considering interactive systems, two perspectives on quality can
be considered. A first one related to the implementation, where
programmers are typically more focused on the quality attributes of
the code being produced. And a second one where main concerns
focus the quality of the interaction between users and systems.
This paper introduced usability smells that are indicators of poor
design on an application’s user interface. A catalog of six usability
smells has been defined and structured in three groups: implementation, design an domain. For each usability smell we associated
a usability refactoring. Using the defined catalog we detected 5
usability smells in the context of a real open source hospital management application.
To validate our usability smells catalog, and the associated refactorings, we presented a preliminary empirical study with software
developers in the context of the hospital management application.
Although the small number of participants in the study does not allow a relevant statistic analysis of the results, a qualitative analysis
of the study provides interesting results: Firstly, most participants
agreed with the detected smells, pointing out refactoring ideas that,
for the most part, were aligned with our own proposed refactorings. Secondly, the users agreed with the refactorings suggested
for each Usability Smell. Lastly, the GUI SURFER tool has been
used to support the detection of usability smells from behavioral
models. Dialogue models have been used to detect the presence of
likely usability smells.
Our objective has been to define a catalog of usability smells and
associated refactorings. After validating this study through an empirical study we believe this style of approach can fill a gap between

the analysis of code quality via the use of metrics or other techniques, and usability analysis performed on a running system with
real users. The automated detection of usability smells through
GUI SURFER seems to be a promising approach allowing us to easily visualize usability smells. One potential interesting follow up
on this work is to combine smell detection with model-based testing in order to improve the quality of the testing process by using
smells as guide to relevant features to test.
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